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Office Memorandum

It has been observed that only hardcopies of approved L2 Networks are being submitted to the
office of the undersigned. Softcopy of detailed Project Network in MS-Project format is essential
for updating of progress in the L2 network. Also, not all details are visible in the printouts, but may
be seen in softcopy. Hence softcopies of detailed Project Network in MS-Project format are
required for all centrally procured projects and capitalworks (including Capital O&M Works).
ln view of the above, it is directed that along with hardcopy, soft copies of detailed project networks
in MS-prolect format should also be obtained from the Bidders Contractor for all centrally
procured projects and capital works. The authorised signatory of the contractor should put

/

signature and seal along with date on each page of hardcopies, as well as on the CDs containing
softcopies. The approvals for L2 Network should be given on hardcopy as well as on softcopies.

The provisions of pTCUL Purchase and Contracts Manual should be complied with. ln this context,
some relevant clauses of C&P manual are especially mentioned below for reference:
Reference of C&P Manual
Part B, Clause 8.3,
sub clauses 8.3 1 to 8.3.1 1
Part 8., Clause 8.4,
sub-Clause 4.2.(v)

Regarding Prolect Network

Regarding finalization o'l L'2 Network before
release of initial advance

Chief Engineers are directed to ensure compliance with the above instructions for their respective
centrally procured works.

(sanjfr

rrn-in{l} rq -s . l8
Director (Projects)
Cc:

1. MD, PTCUL, for kind information.
2. CE1P), Dehradun / CE(P), Haldwani/ CE(C&P)/ CE(Civil)/ CE (SLDC)' PTCUL.
3;rGM (lT), PTCUL, for uploading the OM on PTCUL website on the window for proiects.
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